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We consider a free lattice field ~a harmonic crystal! with a hard wall condition and
a weak pinning to the wall. We prove that in a weak sense the pinning always
dominates the entropic repulsion of the hard wall condition when the dimension is
a least three. This contrasts with the situation in dimension one, where there is a
so-called wetting transition, as has been observed by Michael Fisher. The existence
of a wetting transition in the delicate two-dimensional case was recently proved by
Caputo and Velenik. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~00!00503-X#
I. INTRODUCTION
The so-called harmonic crystal is a Gaussian random field on a d-dimensional hypercubic
lattice whose covariance operator is given by the inverse of the discrete Laplacian, i.e., the
standard lattice Greens function. To be precise, let A be a finite subset of Zd. We denote by PA the
probability law on RA defined as follows:
PA~dxA!5
1
ZA
expS 2 18d (i , jPAł]A
ui2 j u51
~xi2x j!
2D dxA , ~1.1!
where xA5(xi) iPAdxA5P iPAdxi , ]A is the outer boundary of A: ]A5$ jPZd\A:’i
PA with ui2 j u51%, and xi[0 for iP]A . ZA is the normalizing constant
ZA5E
RA
expS 2 18d (i , jPAł]A
ui2 j u51
~xi2x j!
2D dxA . ~1.2!
Let VN5@2N ,N#døZd. We usually write PN and ZN instead of PVN and ZVN.
We modify this measure now, by introducing a pinning to the ‘‘hard wall’’ x[0.
Pˆ N ,J~dxVN!5
1
Zˆ N ,J
expS 2 18d (i , jPVNł]VN
ui2 j u51
~xi2x j!
2D )jPVN ~dx j1eJd0~dx j!!, ~1.3!
where d0(dx) is the Dirac measure at 0 and JPR is a parameter regulating the strength of the
pinning. A slightly different model is obtained by defining
a!Electronic mail: eb@amath.unizh.ch
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Pˆ N ,a ,b~dxVn!5
1
Zˆ N ,a ,b
expS 2 18d (i jPVNł]VN
ui2 j u51
~xi2x j!
22 (
iPVN
c~xi!D )jPVN dx j ~1.4!
where c is a symmetric function R→R of finite support having a small dip near 0, for instance
c(x)52b1 @2a ,a#(x),a ,b.0, see ~Refs. 6 and 11!. The results we derive here apply to both
models. We discuss in details the delta-pinned case defined by ~1.3!, and will give the modification
needed to handled the other case ~1.4! in Sec. III. The effect of this pinning force to the ‘‘wall’’
$x:xi[0% is quite marked. For all pinning parameters and for any dimension, the field becomes
localized in a very strong sense, meaning that
sup
N
sup
iPVN
Eˆ N ,J~Xi
2!,‘ , ~1.5!
~Xi are the coordinate mappings!, and there exists dJ.0 with
sup
N
sup
i , jPVN
ui2 j u>k
Eˆ N ,J~XiX j!<exp~2dJk !, ~1.6!
for k large enough. This had been proved for the model ~1.4! in dimensions larger or equal to 3 in
Ref. 6. In the delicate two-dimensional case, ~1.5! had been first been proved in Ref. 11, and then
the positivity of the mass, i.e., ~1.6! has been proved in Refs. 1 and 10, and finally under rather
general conditions in Ref. 13. A discussion of a discrete one-dimensional version of this problem
can be found in Refs. 5 and 15.
The main aim of the present paper, however, is to discuss what happens in the presence of a
so-called hard wall condition. This simply means that the field is conditioned to stay positive. Let,
for any set A,VN
VA
15$xPRVN:xi>0,;iPA%, VN
1“VVN1
and
Pˆ N ,J
1 5Pˆ N ,J~uVN1!.
We recall that under the hard wall condition but without pinning, i.e., when J52‘ , or b50, the
field is repelled at height Alog N ~for d>3!, log N ~for d52!, and AN ~for d51!. That is,
Eˆ N ,2‘
1 ~X0!;S Alog N , d>3log N , d52
AN , d51
,
cf. Refs. 3 and 8. A very interesting observation first made by Michael Fisher12 in a slightly
different model is that for d51, there is a transition from localization to delocalization if the
parameter J varies: If J is large, then ~1.5! and ~1.6! hold true, but if J is small, then the field
delocalizes, i.e.
Eˆ N ,J
1 ~X0!;AN .
Such a transition is called a wetting transition. Fisher had considered a random walk case, but
the results are the same in our Gaussian model. For the convenience of the reader, we will include
a discussion of the simple one-dimensional case in Sec. IV.
This one-dimensional case raises the question if a similar wetting transition occurs also in
higher dimensions. Unfortunately, we are not able to discuss that fully here. What we can and do
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show here is that for dimensions at least three, there is always localization, at least in a somewhat
weaker sense than expressed in ~1.5! and ~1.6!. To formulate our results, let jN be the number of
zeros of the field
jN5 (
iPVN
1Xi50 .
Then we have
Theorem 1: Assume d>3, and let JPR be arbitrary. Then there exist «J ,hJ.0 such that
Pˆ N ,J
1 ~jN>«JuVNu!>12exp~2hJNd!, ~1.7!
provided N is large enough.
It appears overwhelmingly plausible that a statement like ~1.7! should imply ~1.5! and ~1.6!,
but this seems to be a quite delicate question which we had not been able to settle. For large
enough J such statements have actually been proved ~in a slightly different setting! by
Lemberger16 using cluster expansion techniques. Probably his methods would carry over to our
situation, but they appear to be powerless for proving the result also for small J.
Define the two partition functions
Zˆ N
15E
VN
1
expS 2 18d (i , jPVNł]VN
ui2 j u51
~xi2x j!
2D )jPVN dx j
and
Zˆ N ,J
1 5E
VN
1
expS 2 18d (i , jPVNł]VN
ui2 j u51
~xi2x j!
2D )jPVN ~dx j1eJd0~dx j!!,
then Theorem 1 is actually an easy consequence of part ~b! of the following result:
Theorem 2: ~a! For any J, and any dimension
d j
15 lim
N→‘
1
Nd
log
Zˆ N ,J
1
Zˆ N
1
,
exists and J:Rł$2‘%→dJ1 is a nonnegative convex function with d2‘1 50.
~b! For d>3,dJ
1.0 holds true for any J.
~c! For d51, there exists J0PR such that dJ
150 for J<J0 , and dJ
1.0 for J.J0 .
The existence of the limit in ~a! is easy and has been proved for d52 in Ref. 4. The argument
there ~for this issue! does not depend on the dimension and carries over essentially verbatim, so
we will not prove it here. Let
dN ,J
1 5
1
Nd
log
Zˆ N ,J
1
Zˆ N
1
,
then
]
]J dN ,J
1 5
1
Nd E
ˆ
N ,J
1 ~jN!,
is the expected density of zeros of the field and
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]2
]J2 dN ,J
1 5VarN ,J
1 ~N2d/2jN!>0,
is the ~rescaled! variance. In particular this implies the convexity of d
.
1
. Also dJ
1.0 implies a
positive density of ‘‘pinned’’ configurations, that is the effect of J is felt at the thermodynamical
level.
As remarked above, the part ~c! is essentially due to Fisher. We include the simple proof here
in Sec. IV. In dimension one it is actually very easy to prove the stronger statements ~1.5! and
~1.6!, but we leave that to the reader.
Part ~b! is the main result of this paper and will be proved in Sec. II. Our method gives no
information in the two-dimensional case. After this paper was written, Caputo and Velenik7
succeeded, by adapting a construction due to Chalker, to prove the existence of a wetting transi-
tion in two dimensions.
We end this section by showing rigorously how the positivity of dJ
1 implies the statement of
Theorem 1. First note that
1
Nd
log
Zˆ N ,J
1
Zˆ N
1
5
1
Nd
log
Zˆ N ,J
1
ZN
2
1
Nd
log
Zˆ N
1
Zn
,
where Zˆ N
1/ZN5PN(VN1) satisfies
lim
N→‘
2
1
Nd21 log PN~VN
1!,‘ ,
cf. Ref. 8. On the other hand, expanding the product in ~1.3! we see that
Zˆ N ,J
1
ZN
5 (
A,VN
eJuA
0u ZA
ZN
PA~VA
1!,
so that an alternative definition of dJ
1 is given by
d j
15 lim
N→‘
1
Nd log
ZN ,J
1
ZN
5 lim
N→‘
1
Nd log (A,VN
eJuA
0u ZA
ZN
PA~VA
1!.
Next, let «.0. By expanding again the product in ~1.3!, we get
Pˆ N ,J~jN,«uVNu,VN
1!5 (
A,VN
uAu.~12«!uVNu
eJuA
0u ZA
Zˆ N ,J
PA~VA
1!<
ZN
Zˆ N ,J
(
A,VN
uAu.~12«!uVNu
eJuA
0u ZA
ZN
.
On the other hand
Pˆ N ,J~VN
1!5
ZN
Zˆ N ,J
(
A,VN
eJuA
0u ZA
ZN
PA~VA
1!.
If dJ
1.0, ~1.7! follows, therefore, easily once we have proved
lim
«→0
lim sup
N→‘
1
Nd log (A,VN
uAu.~12«!uVNu
eJuA
0u ZA
ZN
50. ~1.8!
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Using the fact proved in Ref. 4, Lemma 2.3.1 ~a! ~note that the argument given there extends
to all d!
exp~2c~ uVNu2uAu!!<
ZA
ZN
<1, ~1.9!
for some constant c.0, ~1.8! follows from the estimate:
]$A,VN :uACu,«uVNu%<
uVNu«uVNu
~«uVNu!!
;
~1/«!«uVNue«uVNu
A2p«uVNu
,
by Stirling’s formula.
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 2b
The strategy of the proof is to construct enough pinning configurations for which a lower
bound on the probability of the hard wall conditioning can be found. The pinning configurations
we construct are rather regular, and form a small perturbation of a regular sub-grid of VN of step
D. The desired lower bound then follows by a change of measure argument, which, as in Refs. 3
and 9, needs first a variance reduction step in order to be tight. In this change of measure the
transience of simple random walk in dimension d>3 plays a crucial role, for it allows to push the
Gaussian field high enough even in the immediate vicinity of a pinned point without too large a
penalty.
Turning to our construction, fix D.0, independent of N, and let lN
D5$zi% i51
ulN
Du denote a finite
collection of points ziPVN , such that for each yPVNøDZd, there is exactly one zPlN
D such that
uz2y u,D/10. Note that the number of different possible configurations lN
D is bounded below by
(D/5)d@(2N11)/D#d5exp(@(2N11)/D#d(d log D1c0)). Let AlND5VN\lND . Our main technical esti-
mate is the following:
Proposition 3: Assume d>3, and let t>0. Then there exists a constant c15c1(t).0 such
that, for all D integer large enough
lim inf
N→‘
inf
$lN
D%
1
~2N11 !d log PAlND
~Xi>t ,iPAlND!>2
d log D
Dd
1c1
log log D
Dd
.
By choosing D large enough ~depending on J! and t50, and using ~1.9!, it is evident that this
estimate proves dJ
1.0 for all JPR, i.e., part ~b! of Theorem 2 follows.
Proof of Proposition 3: Fix a.d independent of N, such that Da is an integer, and fix a
particular configuration lN
D
. All out constants below will be independent of the particular configu-
ration lN
D
.
For kPZd, let V¯ a ,D
(k) 5VDa1kDa, and let Va ,D
(k) 5$iPV¯ a ,D
(k) :dist(i ,(V¯ a ,D(k) )C)>1%, and ]Va ,D(k)
5V¯ a ,D
(k) \Va ,D
(k)
,
Va ,D5$k:Va ,D~k ! ,VN ,dist~Va ,D~k ! ,]VN!>Da%.
The strategy of the proof is to cover VN with disjoint boxes $V¯ a ,D(k) % and estimate from below the
probability of the event Ea“$Xi>t ,iPA l ND% using Fortuin–Kasteleyn–Griffith ~FKG! inequality
on each box Va ,D
(k)
. In doing so, we will be able to use entropy inequalities on these boxes, which
were chosen such that on the one hand, the probability of Ea , restricted to a single box, after the
change of measure is close to 1 ~this forces the box not to be too large!, while on the other hand
the loss due to imposing zero boundary conditions on the boxes is negligible.
Note that uVa ,Du5@(2N11)/Da#d(11o(1)), where throughout this proof o(1),O(1) etc. are
taken with respect to N→‘ .
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Throughout, we let $X.% denote the free Gaussian field, of covariance s(z ,z8), and let $X
.
0%
denote the free Gaussian field on Zd pinned at the points lN
D ,a“lNDøVNc øk]Va ,D(k) . That is, $X .0% is
a zero mean Gaussian field with Xz
050 for zPlN
D ,a
, whose covariance s0(a ,b) for a ,b
PVN\lN
D ,a equals that of X. conditioned on s(Xz :zPlND ,a). By the usual random walk represen-
tation, cf. Refs. 2 and 17 we have that
s0~a ,b !5EaS (
n50
t
1 $w
n
a5b%D , ~2.1!
where wn
a is a simple random walk on Zd starting from a, and t5min$n:wnPlN
D,a%. Here and in the
sequel, we denote probabilities related to wn
a by Pa(),Ea(), etc. Because of ~2.1!, s0(a ,b)
>0, and hence, due to the FKG property
P“PAlND~Xi>t ,iPAlND!> )kPVa ,D P~Xz
0>t ,zPVa ,D
~k ! \lN
D! )
zPAlN
D\łk„Va ,DVa ,D
~k !
P~Xz>t !
3 )
zPłk]Va ,D
~k !
P~Xz>t !. ~2.2!
Because E(Xz)50 and Var(Xz)>1 for any zPAlND, we have that P(Xz>t)>c0 , for any such z.
Hence
P>c04dD
a~2N11 !d21 )
kPVa ,D
P~Xz
0>t ,zPVa ,D
~k ! \lN
D!. ~2.3!
Next, fix a box Va ,D
(k)
, denoted hereafter as Va . On each box Va we estimate the probability of the
repulsion following the approach of Ref. 9 ~Sec. IV!: We decompose X05Y1Z , where Y, Z are
independent, zero mean Gaussian fields, with Y a5Za50 on aPlN
DłVa
c
, such that Z has expo-
nentially decaying correlations while Y exhibits long-range dependence but is ‘‘small.’’ More
precisely, for a ,bPVa\lN
D
,
s¯0,«~a ,b !“E~Y aY b!5s0~a ,b !2~s0211«2!21~a ,b !,
E~ZaZb!5~s0
211«2!21~a ,b !.
Here, with L¯ 2 denoting the space of functions f PL2(Zd) with f u lNDłVac 50, s0
21 is the operator on
L¯ 2 determined by s0
21 f 5g if f 5s0g , and an explicit expression for s021 is s0215I2Q0 , where
Q0 is the transition matrix of simple random walk killed when hitting lNDłVac . «5«~D! is taken as
«5(log D)2g for some g large enough ~whose precise value will become clearer in the course of
the proof!.
The idea of Ref. 9 is to lift the field Y at a certain height. In our case, we have to take special
care around the obstacle lN
D ~this is where transience will be crucial!. More precisely, fix 1.b.0
~the precise value of b will also become clearer in the course of the proof!, and let R5Db, where
b is chosen such that Db is an integer.
For each xiPVaølN
D
, define bi5$zPZd:dist(xi ,z)<R%, and let b5ł i:xiPVaølNDbi .
We let x denote a fixed constant ~eventually, we take x52ds2cg(log log D/ log D), where
cg5cg(a ,b ,g).0. The logarithmic correction term can be best understood as coming from the
factor 1/x in ~2.5! below!. Let v():Zd→R denote the s021-harmonic function, solution of the
problem
H s021v50 on b\lNDv50 on ~ lNDø]Va!
v51 on Va\b
.
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This harmonic function is used below to perform a Gaussian change of measure, while controlling
the associated relative entropy. The following lemma plays a crucial role in our proof:
Lemma 4: There exists «1.0, independent of D, a, b, g, such that
min
zPb\lN
D
v~z !>«1 .
Proof: By the transience of the simple random walk wz. j
Returning to the proof of the Proposition, we compute
P~Xz
0>t ,zPVa\lN
D!5P~Y z1Zz>t ,zPVa\lN
D!
>P~Y z1Zz>t ,Y z>v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!
>P~Zz>t2v~z !Ax log D ,Y z>v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!
5P~Zz>t2v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!P~Y z>v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!, ~2.4!
due to the independent of the fields Z and Y. Note that the covariance of Z corresponds to the
Green function of simple random walk, killed at rate «2. Hence, the entries of the covariance are
positive, and by the FKG property, using that Var(Zz)<s0(z ,z)<s(z ,z)5s , and denoting
F(x)5*x‘e2u
2/2du/A2p
P~Zz.t2v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!
> )
zPVa\lN
D
P~Zz.t2v~z !Ax log D!
> )
zPVa\lN
D
~12F~~v~z !Ax log D2t !/AVar~Zz!!!
>S 12 e2x log D/2s
czAx log D
D uVauS 12 e2«12x log D/2s
c2Ax log D
D ubu,
where we used Lemma 4 and the inequality, valid for all x.1
F~x !<
e2x
2/2
c3x
. ~2.5!
With uVau5(2D11)}d and ubu5c4D (a21)dDbd, we conclude that, for all D large enough
P~Zz.t2v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!>expS 2c5 D2x/2sDadAlog D D , ~2.6!
as soon as b,«1 ~recall that x,2ds!!.
We next turn to the evaluation of the second term in ~2.4!. Let Yˆ z5Y z1v(z)Ax8 log D, where
Ax85Ax1(log D)22 and let Pˆ denote the law of $Yˆ z%zPZd. Clearly
H~Pˆ uP !5
x8 log D
2 ^v ,s¯0,«
21v !Zd,
where H(PuQ) denotes the relative entropy of P with respect to Q. The following lemma is crucial
in the evaluation of ~2.6!.
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Lemma 5: There exists a ax5x(a ,b ,g).0 such that
^v ,s¯0,«
21v&Zd<~s
211D2x!
~2Da11 !d
Dd
.
Proof of Lemma 5: We write
^v ,s¯0,«
21v&Zd5^v ,~ s¯0,«
212s0
21!v&Zd1^v ,s0
21v&Zd“I1II . ~2.7!
Note that
^v ,~ s¯0,«
212s0
21!v&Zd5K s021v , v021«2 vL 5 1«2 ^s021v ,s021v&Zd. ~2.8!
We next claim that
(
zP]bi
s0
21v~z !<
1
s
1
c6
Rd22 ~2.9!
and that
(
zP]bi
~s0
21v~z !!2<
c6
Rd22 . ~2.10!
Indeed, with t5min$n>1:wn
zP(]bił$xi%)% and uPZd such that u5z2xi , it holds that
s0
21v~z !5Pz~wt
z5xi!5Pu~wt˜
u50 !,
where t¯5min$n>1:uwn
u50 or uwn u5R% ~note that the definition of t¯ is the same for any starting
point of the random walk wn
 !. But, introducing sR(x ,y)5Ex@Sn50
tR 1w
n
x 5y# where tR5inf$n
>0:uwn
0u5R%, we have in view of Ref. 14 ~1.38!
(
zP]bi
s0
21v~z !5 (
u:uuu5R
Pu~wt
u50 !
5 (
u:uuu5R
(
n
P0~ t¯5n ,wt¯
u50 !
5 (
u:uuu5R
(
n
P0~wt¯
05u , t¯5n !
5(
n
P0~ uwt¯
0u5R , t¯5n !
5P0~ uwt¯
0u5R !5
1
sR~0,0!
<
1
s
1
c6
Rd22 ,
for some constant c6 , where in last inequality we have used sR(0,0)>s(0,0)2c7R22d, cf. Ref.
14 Prop. 1.5.9. Lawler to see ~2.10!, note that
(
zP]bi
~s0
21v~z !!2< max
zP]bi
s0
21v~z ! (
zP]bi
s0
21v~z !.
But
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s0
21v~z !<Pz~w
zhits xi!5
s~0,z2xi!
s~0,0! <
c6
Rd22 ,
and ~2.10! follows @increasing c6 if necessary, and using ~2.9!#.
Similarly, for zP]Va , we have that
s0
21v~z !<12S 12d D
2
.
Hence, since the contribution to ~2.8! comes only from zP]bł]Va , we have that
I<
1
«2 F ~2D
a11 !
D G
d
S c6Rd22D1 1«2 F12S 12d D
2G22d~2Da11 !d21.
while
II<F ~2Da11 !D G
d
S 1s 1 c6Rd22D1F12S 12d D
2G22d~2Da11!d21.
Lemma 5 follows as soon as a.d . j
We remark that while ~2.10! is not sharp the estimate in Lemma 5 is sharp as the reverse
inequality holds true to the leading order ~see Ref. 9 for a similar remark!.
Equipped with Lemma 5, let us complete the proof of the Proposition. Note first that
Pˆ ~Yˆ z.v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!>12 (
zPVa\lN
D
Pˆ Yˆ ~~z !<v~z !Ax log D!
>12 (
zPVa\lN
D
P~Y ~z !<v~z !~Ax2Ax8!Alog D!
>12 (
zPVa\lN
D
c7 expS 2 «12 Var~Y ~z !!~ log D! D .
Note that Var(Y i)5s¯0,«(i ,i)<c11«5c11(log D)2g, and choosing g large enough, we have that
Pˆ ~Yˆ z.v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!>12
1
D
. ~2.11!
We continue by an application of a specific entropy inequality ~cf., e.g., Ref. 3, p. 421!
log
P~Y z.v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\ND!
Pˆ ~Yˆ z.v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!
>2
H~Pˆ uP !1e21
Pˆ ~Yˆ z.v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!
.
Using ~2.11! and Lemma 5, we see that
P~Y z.v~z !Ax log D ,zPVa\lND!>c8 expS 2 x82 S 11 1D D log D~s211D2x! ~2D
a11 !d
Dd D .
Using now ~2.3!, ~2.4!, ~2.6!, and the above, we obtain that
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P>exp~2O~Nd21!!F expS 2c5 D2dDadAlog D ~ log D!cg/2sD G
~N/Da!d
3Fc8 expS 2dS 11 1D D ~ log D!
3S 11 D2xs D ~d2D
a11 !d
Dd D3expS cg2s ~ log log D! ~2D
a11 !d
Dd D
3expS c10 ~2Da11 !dDd ~D2x1D21!log D D G @~
2N11 !/~2Da11 !#d
.
The claim follows at once, by choosing cg/2s,1/2. j
III. THE SQUARE POTENTIAL CASE
In this section we briefly show how the argument of the previous section should be adapted to
the so-called square potential case. More precisely, for b ,a.0 consider the square potential
c~x !52b1 @2a ,a#~x !, xPR.
Next, denote by Pˆ N ,b ,a and Pˆ N ,b ,a
1
, the corresponding measures and let
jN5 (
iPVN
1 uXiu<a ,
be the number of sites with values in the interval @2a ,a# .
Theorem 6: Assume d>3, and let b ,a.0 be arbitrary. Then there exist «b ,a ,hb ,a.0 such
that,
Pˆ N ,b ,a
1 ~jN>«b ,aNd!>12exp~2hb ,aNd!, ~3.1!
provided N is large enough.
Actually, we will see that «b ,a and hb ,a depend only on the strength S(a ,b)5((2a) Ù 1)(eb
21). Thus, if we let a↘0 and b↑‘ such that J5log S(a,b)PR is kept fixed, then, with respect to
the weak convergence of measures
Pˆ N ,b ,a
1 )Pˆ N ,J1 ,
so that in some sense we could view Theorem 1 as a Corollary of Theorem 6.
Proof: Let us show that we can find «.0 such that
lim sup
N→‘
1
Nd log P
ˆ N ,b ,a~jN,«NduVN
1!,0. ~3.2!
The main idea in proving Theorem 6 is to write
expS (
iPVN
b1 uxiu<aD 5 )iPVN ~eb1 uxiu<a11 uxiua!5 )iPVN ~~eb21 !1 uxiu<a11 !,
and therefore
Pˆ N ,b ,a~ !5 ZN
Zˆ N ,b ,a
(
A,VN
~eb21 ! uA
CuPN~VAC~a !!PN~uVAC~a !!,
where VAC(a)5$xPRVN:uxiu<a ,iPAC%. Note that PN(uVAC(a)) being a conditioning on
VAC(a)5ø iPACV$i%(a) satisfies FKG, cf. Sec. VI of Ref. 10, and therefore
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Pˆ N ,b ,a~VN
1!5
ZN
Zˆ N ,b ,a
(
A,VN
~eb21 ! uA
CuPN~VAC~a !!PN~VN
1uVAC~a !!
>
ZN
Zˆ N ,b ,a
(
A,VN
~eb21 ! uA
CuPN~VAC~a !!PN~VA
1uVAC~a !!PN~VAC
1 uVAC~a !!.
Using again the FKG property of PN(uVAC(a)), we know that
PN~VAC
1 uVAC~a !!> )
iPAC
PN~Xi>0uVAC~a !!5exp~2log 2uACu!.
An application of Lemma 6.2 of Ref. 10 shows that
PN~VA
1uVAC~a !!>PN~Xi>a ,iPAuX j50,jPAC!5PAC~Xi>a ,iPA !.
Next, note that for d>3, the variance of Xi remains bounded, thus in view of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5
of Ref. 10, there exists a constant c.0 such that
PN~ uXiu<a ,i ,PAC!>~c~~2a ! Ù 1 !! uA
0u
. ~3.3!
Putting things together, we see that
Pˆ N ,b ,a~VN
1!>
ZN
Zˆ N ,b ,a
(
A,VN
eJ8uA
CuPAC~Xi>a ,iPA !,
where J85log c1log((2a)Ù 1)2log 21log(eb21)5log S(a,b)1log c2log 2PR.
On the other hand, note that
PN~VA0~a !!<~~2a ! Ù 1 ! uA
0u
.
This follows simply from the estimate, valid for iPVN\A:
sup
X j , jÞi
PN~ uXiu<auX j , jÞi !<~2a ! Ù 1,
since PN(XiPuX j , jÞi) is the normal distribution with variance 1 and mean (1/2d)S j :ui2 j u51X j .
Thus
Pˆ N ,b ,a~jN,«Nd;VN
1!
5
ZN
Zˆ N ,b ,a
(
A,VN ,uA
Cu,«Nd
ebuA
CuPN~VAC~a !!PN~$uX ju.a , jPA%øVN1uVAC~a !!
<
ZN
Zˆ N ,b ,a
~~2a ! Ù 1 !eN
d
e«bN
d
]$A,VN :AC,«Nd%.
That is, with eJ5((2a) Ù 1)eb
Pˆ N ,b ,a~jN,«NduVN
1!<
eeJN
d
]$A,VN :AC,«Nd%
(a,VNe
J8uACuPAC~Xi>a ,iPA !
,
and the result follows from Stirling formula and Proposition 3. j
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IV. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we prove part ~c! of Theorem 2. If uACu5k , AC5$x1 ,x2 ,. . . ,xk%, 2N<x1
,x2,fl,xk<N , and l15x11N11, l25x22x1 ,. . . , lk5xk2xk21 , lk115N2xk11, then
ZA5)j51
k11
zl j, PA~VA
1!5)j51
k11
pl j
1
,
where
zl5H 1 l51Z @1,l21# , l.1
and
pl
15H 1 l51P @1,l51#~V@1,l21#1 ! , l.1.
Evidently
zl5
~2Ap! l21
Al
.
We will also use the fact that
pl
151/l . ~4.1!
We postpone the proof of this. Collecting these facts, we see that
%N“ (
A,VN
eJuA
Cu ZA
ZN
PA~VA
1!5 (
k50
2N11
eJk~2Ap!2~k11 ! (
l1 ,.. .lk11
Sl j52N12
A2N12
Al1fllk11 )j51
k11
p1~ l j!.
If t.0, we conclude that
(
N50
‘
%N
A2N12
t2N125e2J (
k51
‘ S eJ2Ap D
kS (
l51
‘
t l
p1~ l !
Al D
k
.
For t51 and J,log(2Ap)1log(Sl51‘ (p1(l)/Al)) this is convergent, and it follows that dJ150. On
the other hand, if J.log(2Ap)1log(Sl51‘ (p1(l)/Al)), then SN50‘ @%N /(A2N12)#t2N12 is diver-
gent for some t,1 sufficiently close to 1, as follows from the continuity of St lp1(l)/Al on @0, 1#.
From that it is evident that dJ
1.0. We, therefore, see that the critical value J0 is
J05log~2Ap!1logS (
l51
‘ p1~ l !
Al D 5log~2Ap!1log(l51
‘
l23/2.
We finally complete the proof of ~4.1!. Let j1 ,. . . ,j l be a random vector, whose joint distri-
bution is the law of independent identical distributed Gaussian random variables of zero mean and
unit variance, conditioned on S i51
l j i50. We use the fact that this distribution is invariant under
permutations, and in particular under cyclic permutations, and that almost surely, S iPIj iÞ0 for
any strict subset I of $1,...,l%. Let
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Z5 min
a ,bP1,...,l
(
i5a
~a1b!mod l
j i .
Then, the minimum in the definition of Z is achieved at exactly one pair ~a, b!. Let j i
0
5j (i1a1b)mod l , and define y j
05S i51
j j i
05S i51
j j (i1a1b)mod l . Then y j
0.0 for jÞl and yl050,
a.s., while for any other cyclic shift, i.e., for any sequence y j
g5S i51
j j (i1g)mod l such that gÞ~a
1b!mod l, there exists some j with y jg,0. It thus follows that, with u denoting a random variable
distributed uniformly on $1,...,l%:
PS (
i51
t
j i>0,t51,...l D 5ES PS (
i51
t
j~ i1u!mod l>0,t51,...,l D D 5P~~a1b!5l !51/l .
Equation ~4.1! follows at once.
Remark 7: It is actually easy to see that for J,J0 ~1.6! and ~1.5! are satisfied, and that for
J.J0 the rescaled field
Y N~ t !5
1
AN
X @Nt# , 21<t<1,
converges to a Brownian excursion on @21, 1#. We leave that to the reader.
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